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• Exposed
• Polished
• Blasted
• Colour
• Driveways
• Pathways
• Pools
• Entertaining
Areas

EXPOSED AGGREGATE FINISHES

Making
Exposed
Aggregate
Easy
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Exposed Aggregate is a very popular finish for concrete, this is
produced by using decorative stones, colour oxides & cement.
Before exposing & sealing the surface to achieve the required finish.
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*Disclaimer
Aggregates used in Exposed Aggregate Concrete are natural products
and can vary in colour, shape and size. These variations can also
change the shade of the concrete The images are only indicative and
illustrative of the type of finish to be achieved and no guarantee is
given that the finished product will be Identical to these images.
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Applications
Driveways
The driveway is both a functional and aesthetic part of your home. It is the entry to your home and
the first thing both you and your neighbours look at.
An exceptional driveway compliments its surroundings, its angles reflect those of the house,
it compliments the soft landscaping (plants) and its colours compliment and add to the house.

			

Entertaining Areas

Flooring is the most basic element of your
entertaining areas which will compliment your
home permanently. We create a great range
of versatile surfaces for your entertaining
areas, An outdoor entertaining area is a
fantastic addition to any home and one that
can be used all year round.

		

		

Our products are used to produce great
looking, high quality pathways. Concrete
paved pathways are a great way to dress
up an entry into your home, from coloured
concrete exposed concrete and so on; a
concrete pathway is a great way of keeping
the entries to your home clean, neat and tidy.

		

Polished Concrete

Polished concrete is a generic term covering
a range of options which leave the concrete
surface exposed as the final finish. Quality
sealer or coating is often applied which may
impart a gloss appearance to the surface.
A polished finish is achieved by grinding with
progressively finer abrasives until the surface
takes on a lustre of its own.

Pathways

Pools

There are many types or finishes of concrete
that can be used around pools. The colour of
the concrete and the mix of aggregates can
be chosen to compliment the surrounding
landscape. Lighter colours are generally
used to open the area with the stone colours
chosen to compliment features of the house
or landscape.
That is brown and gold aggregates to
compliment decking, or white neutral
aggregates to compliment modern lines
and neutral colours. An extensive range of
concrete colours can be achieved to get just
that right tone.
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